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ABSTRACT

The photovoltaic (PV) power system for Space Station Freedom (SSF) utilizes solar array blankets which provide structural support for the solar cells and house the electrical interconnections. In the low Earth orbital (LEO) environment where SSF will be located, surfaces will be exposed to potentially damaging environmental conditions including solar ultraviolet (UV) radiation, thermal cycling and atomic oxygen. It is necessary to utilize ground-based tests to determine how these environmental conditions would affect the mass loss and optical properties of candidate SSF blanket materials. Silicone-containing, silicone-coated and SiO₂ coated polyimide film materials were exposed to simulated LEO environmental conditions to determine their durability and whether the environmental conditions of UV, thermal cycling and atomic oxygen act synergistically on these materials. A candidate PV blanket material called AOR Kapton, a polysiloxane-polyimide cast from a solution mixture, shows an improvement in durability to atomic oxygen erosion after exposure to ultraviolet radiation or thermal cycling combined with ultraviolet radiation. This may indicate that the environmental conditions react synergistically with this material, and the damage predicted by exposure to atomic oxygen alone is more severe than that which would occur in LEO where atomic oxygen, thermal cycling and ultraviolet radiation are present together.

INTRODUCTION

The Space Station Freedom (SSF) photovoltaic (PV) power system will rely upon a durable blanket material to support the solar cells, house the electrical interconnections, and maintain the proper operating temperature for the solar arrays over its desired fifteen year lifetime. In low Earth orbit (LEO) the PV array blanket will experience 80,000 to 84,000 hours of solar ultraviolet (UV) radiation, 83,000 to 87,000 temperature cycles between approximately +80°C and -80°C, and an atomic oxygen fluence of 4.85x10²² atoms/cm² which is the orbital average for solar and anti-solar facing array surfaces.¹,² It is important to determine the effects of these environmental conditions on candidate array blanket materials, because they are potentially threatening to their structural integrity and desired optical properties.

The material of choice for use on the PV array blankets is Kapton®, a polyimide material manufactured by DuPont, because of its desirable physical, optical and mechanical properties. By itself, however, Kapton will erode...
in the presence of atomic oxygen. In fact, a Kapton film thickness of 0.00254 cm (0.001") would be lost in only 0.26 years based on an erosion yield of $3 \times 10^{-24}$ cm$^3$/atom for Kapton in LEO and a flux of $1 \times 10^{14}$ atoms/cm$^2$s which is the orbital average flux for solar and anti-solar facing surfaces. Such erosion would result in structural failure of the array blanket well in advance of its anticipated lifetime. Therefore, some protection or alteration of the Kapton is needed to improve its durability. The environmental conditions in LEO may also cause increases in solar absorptance of the PV array blanket material which would cause a temperature increase throughout the blanket. Less efficient operation of the solar cells would result. Therefore, it is necessary to be able to predict the changes in solar absorptance of candidate materials, and choose materials which are least susceptible to this type of damage.

Silicon dioxide is a material which can provide a barrier to oxidation of Kapton. The candidate PV array blanket materials evaluated in this study rely on this type of protection. These materials included Kapton coated with thin film SiO$_x$ (where x is approximately 2), coatings of silicone on Kapton, and a silicone-polymide film material. Reaction of silicone with atomic oxygen should result in formation of SiO$_2$ at its surface and thus provide protection to the Kapton. The candidate materials studied include: SiO$_x$ (x is between 1.9 and 2.0) coated Kapton manufactured by Sheldahl, Inc.; DuPont’s AOR Kapton, a polysiloxane-polymide film made from silicone and polyimide which is cast from a solution mixture; and MgGhan NuSil CV-1147 coated Kapton with or without a primer coating applied to the Kapton before application of the CV-1147. CV-1147 is a low-blocking silicone with a glass-frit filler.

Samples of candidate photovoltaic array blanket materials were exposed to vacuum ultraviolet (VUV) radiation (in the wavelength range between approximately 100 and 200 nm) and vacuum thermal cycling combined with ultraviolet radiation (wavelength range between approximately 100 and 400 nm) in separate tests. Changes in solar absorptance were determined. Samples exposed to these environments were then exposed in an RF air plasma asher, which simulates the atomic oxygen environment of LEO, to determine general atomic oxygen durability and whether the mass loss of samples exposed to the atomic oxygen environment alone was different than the mass loss of samples exposed to atomic oxygen after exposures to UV and UV/thermal cycling.

**LEO ENVIRONMENTAL SIMULATION FACILITIES AND PROCEDURES**

**Vacuum Ultraviolet Radiation Exposure**

Samples of Kapton coated with SiO$_x$ or CV1147 silicone, a low-blocking silicone containing glass frit filler, were exposed to 1000 equivalent sun hours (ESH) of VUV. Samples of AOR Kapton were exposed to between 770 and 1160 ESH VUV. The distance between the lamp and the samples was adjusted such that the lamp provided 5 VUV equivalent suns in the wavelength range between 100 and 200 nm for the SiO$_x$ coated Kapton and AOR Kapton samples and 3 VUV equivalent suns for the CV1147 coated Kapton samples. The damage caused by 3 VUV suns and 5 VUV suns is not expected to be different for equivalent numbers of sun hours. System pressure for this testing was approximately $2 \times 10^{-6}$ torr.

**Vacuum Thermal Cycling Combined with Ultraviolet Radiation**

Samples of the SiO$_x$ coated Kapton were exposed to 700 vacuum thermal cycles combined with approximately 700 ESH VUV. The AOR Kapton material was exposed to 500 vacuum thermal cycles combined with approximately 500 ESH VUV. The temperature limits for these exposures were between -80°C and +80°C. The system pressure was below $10^{-6}$ torr. Lamps which were used in vacuum to provide VUV were two 30 W deuterium lamps with magnesium fluoride windows. These lamps provide VUV radiation between 118 nm and 200 nm. Additionally a mercury-xenon short arc lamp was located outside the vacuum chamber. UV radiation between 200 and 400 nm was transmitted through a quartz window. The duration of each cycle, including exposure to heat and ultraviolet radiation followed by
cooling, was approximately 26 minutes. The acceleration of VUV radiation during the heating portion of the cycle was 5 VUV equivalent suns between 118 nm and 200 nm. The rate of heating was adjusted to bring the sample to its high temperature limit in one fifth the time it would take for the actual sun exposed portion of a Space Station orbit which is approximately 59 minutes. Therefore, during each test cycle, samples received the equivalent SSF orbit VUV dose in 11.8 minutes. The UV radiation in the wavelength range between 200 and 400 nm was not accelerated due to the large distance that was necessary between the sample and the lamp, because it was necessary to locate this lamp outside of the vacuum chamber. However, the UV lamp was used to provide representation of this range of wavelengths.

Simulated Atomic Oxygen Exposure

A plasma asher (SPI Plasma Prep II) was used to simulate the atomic oxygen environment of LEO. This instrument generates a 13.56 MHz RF discharge of air containing various species of oxygen and nitrogen ions and atoms in a partial vacuum (60 to 100 mtorr). The air plasma asher exposure produces damage which is qualitatively similar to that which would occur in LEO, although there are significant differences in the exposure environments. The random directionality of attack observed in the air plasma asher produces undercutting which is broader and shallower than that predicted to occur due to the sweeping ram directionality of attack in space. Additionally, the energy in the SSF environment in LEO is expected to be between 3.5 and 5.5 eV, whereas the asher energy is thermal, approximately 0.1 eV.

Samples which had been previously exposed to VUV radiation, vacuum thermal cycling combined with VUV radiation, and unexposed samples were then ashed in order to determine synergistic effects of VUV radiation, vacuum thermal cycling, and atomic oxygen. Because only one side of the material could be exposed in the VUV and thermal cycling/VUV facilities, but both sides of a sample were to be exposed to the plasma in the asher, sample pieces were clad together with acrylic adhesive such that the UV exposed sides of the materials were facing out.

Mass loss as a function of atomic oxygen effective fluence was determined for SiO$_2$ coated Kapton, CV-1147 coated Kapton and AOR Kapton up to a total fluence of $5 \times 10^{21}$ atoms/cm$^2$.

Optical Properties Analysis

Transmittance and reflectance of samples were measured with a Perkin-Elmer Lambda-9 UV-VIS-NIR spectrophotometer with a 60 mm integrating sphere in the wavelength range between 250 and 2500 nm. Solar absorptance ($\alpha$) for non-opaque materials can be obtained as follows:

$$\alpha = 1 - \tau - \rho$$

where $\alpha$ is the solar absorptance, $\tau$ is the solar transmittance and $\rho$ is the solar reflectance. The solar reflectance, $\rho$, can be obtained from the values of spectral reflectance $\rho(\lambda)$ mathematically as follows:

$$\rho = \frac{\int \rho(\lambda) S(\lambda) \, d\lambda}{\int S(\lambda) \, d\lambda}$$

where the values of $S(\lambda)$ are the solar spectral irradiance values for air mass zero. The integrals are taken over the wavelength range between 250 and 2500 nm. The solar transmittance, $\tau$, can be obtained using the same equation using values for spectral transmittance $T(\lambda)$ instead of spectral reflectance.

Solar absorptance values were obtained before and after VUV radiation exposure and atomic oxygen exposure. The error in solar absorptance values is estimated to be $\pm 0.007$.

RESULTS OF ENVIRONMENTAL EXPOSURE TESTING

SiO$_2$ Coated Kapton

Solar Absorptance:
The single layer sample of SiO₂ coated Kapton exposed to 1000 ESH VUV showed a negligible change in solar absorptance from an initial value of 0.214 to a post-exposure value of 0.210. 1000 ESH represents approximately 68 days on SSF. The sample exposed to 700 vacuum thermal cycles containing VUV also showed a negligible change in solar absorptance from 0.206 to 0.209. 700 cycles represents approximately 45 days on SSF. The resulting solar absorptance values are within the target solar absorptance (α ≤ 0.22) for the photovoltaic array blanket materials at these levels of exposure.

Figure 1 shows the solar absorptance of acrylic adhesive clad samples of SiO₂ coated Kapton as a function of air plasma ashing up to an effective atomic oxygen fluence of 3.7x10²⁰ atoms/cm². This level of exposure represents approximately 84 days on SSF. This plot shows that solar absorptance degradation is not enhanced by pre-exposure to VUV radiation or to vacuum thermal cycling combined with VUV radiation. In fact, at these levels of exposure, the solar absorptance of this material is relatively stable.

Mass Loss:
A plot of mass loss as a function of effective atomic oxygen fluence upon air plasma ashing up to 3.7x10²⁰ atoms/cm² is shown in Figure 2. The plot shows that previous exposure to VUV or to vacuum thermal cycling combined with VUV did not significantly affect the mass loss rate over that of a sample which was not previously exposed for this fluence level.

CV-1147 Coated Kapton

Solar Absorptance:
A sample of CV1147 coated Kapton, with no primer coating on the Kapton, showed an increase in solar absorptance of 0.033 from 0.235 to 0.268 upon exposure to 1000 ESH VUV. The sample of CV1147 coated Kapton, with a primer coating on the Kapton, showed an increase in solar absorptance of 0.038 from 0.239 to 0.277. These increases of 14-16% result in values which exceed the target α and indicate a potential instability in the solar absorptance of this material.

Figure 3 shows solar absorptance as a function of air plasma fluence for VUV exposed and unexposed CV1147 coated Kapton. Results indicate that the solar absorptance of non-prime CV1147 coated Kapton which had been exposed to VUV radiation increased slightly more rapidly than the primed CV1147 coated Kapton which had been VUV exposed and the unexposed CV1147 coated Kapton samples.

Mass Loss:
Figure 4 shows the effects of air plasma ashing on the fractional mass loss of CV1147 coated Kapton. At this level of fluence, UV
radiation exposure does not appear to effect the atomic oxygen damage, and fractional mass loss is minimal.
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**Figure 3:** Effect of air plasma ashing on solar absorptance of CV-1147 coated Kapton

![Graph showing fractional mass loss](image)

**Figure 4:** Effect of air plasma ashing on CV-1147 coated Kapton

**AOR Kapton**

Solar Absorptance:

The solar absorptance of AOR Kapton increased significantly upon exposure to VUV radiation as shown in Figure 5. This figure also shows that AOR Kapton displays the most severe solar absorptance degradation of all the candidate materials evaluated.

![Graph showing solar absorptance](image)

**Figure 5:** Effect of VUV radiation on solar absorptance

Mass Loss:

Figure 6 shows fractional mass loss of AOR Kapton as a function of air plasma ashing for atomic oxygen fluence up to $5 \times 10^{21}$ atoms/cm$^2$. These results show that samples which were previously exposed to VUV radiation or vacuum thermal cycling combined with VUV radiation degrade at a slower rate than samples which were not previously exposed. This indicates that the VUV, thermal cycling and atomic oxygen act synergistically on AOR Kapton. Samples exposed to thermal cycling combined with VUV radiation showed the lowest atomic oxygen mass loss of all the AOR Kapton samples studied. This may indicate that a combination of VUV radiation and high temperature affect the silicone-polyimide to significantly improve its atomic oxygen resistance. However, in comparing the durability of AOR Kapton to that of the other materials tested, even the thermal cycled/VUV exposed materials display atomic oxygen degradation which is considerably worse than that of the SiO$_2$ or CV-1147 coated Kapton.

Scanning Electron Microscopy Results:

Visual observation of the pristine AOR Kapton material reveals regions resembling "water spots" which probably occurred due to the use of a release-agent during the material processing.

In observing scanning electron micrographs of AOR Kapton exposed to an
atomic oxygen fluence of $5 \times 10^{20}$ atoms/cm$^2$, two types of regions, bulk and water spot regions can be distinguished. The scanning electron micrograph in Figure 7a shows both types of regions. The region labeled "A" on the lower left is from the bulk area of the material. The region on the upper right labeled "B" is from the water spot region of the material. The bulk region is shown at a higher magnification in Figure 7b. The surface seems to be greatly attacked by atomic oxygen as evidenced by the perforations throughout the surface. Figure 7c shows a higher magnification electron micrograph of the water spot region. As shown, many nearly-spherical shaped particles exist in this region, and the surface does not show evidence of atomic oxygen degradation. Apparently, the processing of the AOR Kapton material results in differing chemistry between the bulk and water spot regions, and, as a result, the susceptibility to atomic oxygen degradation is different between these two regions.

Figure 8 is a micrograph showing a sample exposed to 770 ESH VUV which had then been exposed to $5 \times 10^{20}$ atoms/cm$^2$ atomic oxygen fluence. The micrograph shows a representative area of the sample which depicts that the bulk and water spot regions are relatively indistinguishable. Pinhole defects are shown which allowed atomic oxygen undercutting and resulted in formation of microscopic craters. However, the extent of damage is considerably less than that shown by the sample which received exposure to atomic oxygen without prior exposure to VUV (Figure 7a and b). Also note, in Figure 8, the spherical shaped particles which are similar to those which were observed in the water spot region of the atomic oxygen exposed sample (Figure 7a and c).

DISCUSSION

Solar Absorptance

As shown in Figure 5, the AOR Kapton shows the greatest degradation in solar absorptance upon exposure to VUV radiation. This degradation is considered unacceptable to the requirements of the SSF photovoltaic array blanket, because a low (target $\alpha \leq 0.22$) and long-term stable solar absorptance is required. Such increases in solar absorptance of the solar array blanket material will cause a temperature increase in the solar cells mounted to the blanket resulting in less efficient operation of the system. Both the primed and non-primed CV1147 coated Kapton materials show significantly lower initial values of solar absorptance and their values remain much more stable than AOR Kapton, despite a 14-16% increase. The SiO$_2$ coated Kapton showed the lowest values and greatest stability in solar absorptance.
Figure 7: Air plasma ashed AOR Kapton

a) Bulk region
b) Water spot region

Figure 8: AOR Kapton exposed to VUV followed by air plasma ashing

a) Surface defects
b) Undercutting of pinhole defects

Figure 9: AOR Kapton exposed to vacuum thermal cycling with VUV followed by air plasma ashing
Neither the SiO$_x$ coated Kapton, nor the primed CV1147 coated Kapton, showed a significant change in susceptibility to degradation of solar absorptance upon air plasma ashing as a result of previous exposure to VUV radiation or vacuum thermal cycling combined with VUV radiation (Figures 1 and 3). Therefore, VUV and thermal cycling do not act synergistically with atomic oxygen to affect the mass loss of these materials. The non-primed CV1147 coated Kapton which had been exposed to 1000 ESH VUV showed a slightly greater degradation in solar absorptance than VUV exposed, primed samples and the unexposed, primed or non-primed samples as shown in Figure 3. At this level of exposure, representative of 1.55 years in SSF orbit, the solar absorptance of the VUV exposed non-primed material shows degradation which significantly exceeds the target solar absorptance.

Mass Loss

The SiO$_x$ coated Kapton and the CV1147 coated Kapton displayed significantly less fractional mass loss than the AOR Kapton material when exposed to a level of fluence equivalent to 1.55 years in SSF orbit (Figure 6). Additionally, CV1147 and SiO$_x$ coated Kapton do not show a difference in susceptibility to atomic oxygen erosion due to previous exposure to VUV or thermal cycling combined with VUV (Figures 2 and 4). However, it was observed that the AOR Kapton becomes less susceptible to atomic oxygen attack as a result of previous exposure to VUV radiation and vacuum thermal cycling combined with VUV. This suggests that VUV radiation reacts with this silicone-polyimide material to improve its resistance to atomic oxygen attack. Therefore, VUV, thermal cycling and atomic oxygen react synergistically with AOR Kapton. Because of the significance of the difference in mass loss upon air plasma ashing between the AOR Kapton samples which were previously exposed to environments containing VUV and samples of unexposed AOR Kapton materials, it is important to consider that the mass loss predicted by atomic oxygen exposure alone may be excessive compared to what would actually occur in LEO where solar ultraviolet radiation is present along with atomic oxygen.

CONCLUSIONS

As evidenced by the example of polysiloxane-polyimide AOR Kapton, which shows an improvement in durability to atomic oxygen erosion after exposure to environments containing VUV radiation, it is important to determine the synergistic effects of solar ultraviolet (UV) radiation, thermal cycling, and atomic oxygen to assess the overall LEO environmental effects of LEO on materials. Results for the durability testing of the AOR Kapton material indicate that the damage predicted by exposure to atomic oxygen alone may be more severe than that which would occur in LEO where exposure atomic oxygen, ultraviolet radiation and thermal cycling occur simultaneously and have the opportunity to act synergistically. Synergistic effects as observed for AOR Kapton are not observed on all types of silicone materials, however. For example, coatings of CV1147 low-blocking silicone with and without glass frit-filler, did not show a difference in susceptibility to atomic oxygen damage upon exposure to environments containing VUV or thermal cycling. AOR Kapton and CV-1147 coated Kapton showed initial values of solar absorptance or increases in solar absorptance which exceed the target $a$ of $\leq$ 0.22. Of the three types of candidate SSF photovoltaic blanket materials discussed in this paper, SiO$_x$ coated Kapton shows the best durability in terms of solar absorptance and atomic oxygen erosion.
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